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Abstract. This article analyses the communication content by the Latvian populistic party KPV LV (LETA; 
Re: Baltica) and the audience’s reaction, with a focus on the daily updates and live videos that were posted on 
Facebook (FB) prior to the 13th elections of the Saeima (Parliament of Latvia). The aim of the research is to 
determine the type of populism that KPV LV employed (de Wreese, 2018).
The research data was collected during the pre-election period in August – September 2018, when the popularity 
and social media activity of the party increased. The methods employed were qualitative and quantitative content 
analysis. In order to identify the structure of emotions expressed in audience-created content, the online data analysis 
tool “Emotion Recognition Model” was used. Given that populist ideology manifests itself in specific discursive 
patterns (Kriesi, Papas, 2015), the data interpretation was based on theoretical findings about populism as a political 
communication style (Jagers, Walgrave, 2007). In order to analyze the interrelations between populist communication 
and its audience, this study employed theoretical literature on social media use in populist communication and on 
expressions of emotions in social networking sites. 
Keywords: populist communication, Facebook, social media audience engagement, emotions, Latvia

1. Introduction

June 20 and 21, 2018 were unusual both on Latvia’s political stage and in media experi-
ence. Firstly, employees of The Corruption Prevention and Combatting Bureau (KNAB), 
having received permission from the Saeima, arrested Artuss Kaimiņš, a parliament 
member belonging to no faction and the founder of the party KPV LV (abbreviation from 
Kam pieder valsts? ‘Who Owns the State?’) (Skaties, 20 June 2018). A. Kaimiņš and two 
others were arrested on suspicion about vast illegal financing of the political organisa-
tion. Secondly, on the next day, the public medium Latvian Television broadcasted a FB 
live video that showed supporters of the party awaiting the liberation of the arrested and 
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voicing their disagreement with the arrest and their contempt of the institution (LSM, 21 
June 2018). When the arrested left the isolator, A. Kaimiņš and his personal friend Aldis 
Gobzems, a lawyer and the party’s candidate for the position of Prime Minister, were 
welcomed with loud exclamations of support. 

In many countries, right-wing populists are identified through the help of party leaders, 
extraordinary personalities, such as Le Pen in France, Nigel Farage in the UK, Tsipras of 
Syriza in Greece and others. Latvia is no exception. Regarding populism in Latvia, only a 
few names can be mentioned as its representatives, but the most prominent among them, 
both in their actions and communication, are the already-mentioned parliament member 
and former actor A. Kaimiņš and the lawyer A. Gobzems. The party KPV LV was founded 
on May 3, 2016 (Panorāma, 3 May 2016). Its founder A. Kaimiņš had been elected to the 
12th Saeima in 2014 as a representative of Latvia’s Regional Alliance. He had previously 
gained popularity by hosting an online radio talk-show (Rožukalne, 14 August 2014). In 
the spring of 2018, the party KPV LV nominated A. Gobzems as their candidate of Prime 
Minister (LSM, 13 May 2018). When pre-election campaign began in July 2018, A. Gob-
zems’ communication became very active, leaving the previous leader A. Kaimiņš behind. 

Populist parties and politicians have been active in Latvia’s political environment 
since the early 1990s (Balcere, 2015), but usually they were not very successful. Recent 
historical events have changed this situation. In August 2018, less than two months before 
election, KPV LV ranked third (7.5%) amongst the 16 parties running for the Saeima. Ac-
cording to SKDS data, 9.5% of men and 5.7% of women supported KPV LV by August 
2018. The supporters of the party were mostly aged 18 to 24 (15.2%) and 25 to 34 (11%), 
other age groups showed less interest – 7% to 2.5%. KPV LV won the second place in the 
2018 parliamentary elections and 16 seats (16%) in the Parliament. 

One year later, it seems that the party might soon disappear from the political scene of 
Latvia. Its founder A. Kaimiņš has lost chairmanship of the parliamentary faction, while 
Prime Minister candidate A. Gobzems has been expelled from the party and three other 
deputies have left the faction. The party has lost not only its power in the Parliament but 
also voters’ support, and by September 2019 the rating of KPV LV had dropped to 2.8 
percent (Bērtule, 27 September 2019).

Over the last decade, the political map of Europe has been altered by the success of 
populist parties in elections. These processes have also influenced populism studies, which 
mostly analyse the driving forces of this turn in Western Europe (Schmidt, 2018). The 
peculiarities of populist politicians in Central and Eastern Europe as well as in Scandinavia 
have been discussed in a special issue of the Central European Journal of Communica-
tion (Stepinska, 2018). The dynamic development of populist parties, their usually quite 
short life cycles, and the differences in electoral cycles in each country might be the main 
reasons why most populism studies are single-case studies (see: Albertazzi and McDon-
nell, 2008; Boss and Kees, 2014; Lees, 2018; Suiter et al., 2018) with a few exceptions of 
comparative studies (see: Schmidt, 2017, Kasprowicz and Hess, 2019). This situation is 
determined by both the resources available for research and the objective need to assess 
the nature of populism in each particular country. In Latvia, populist electoral success and 
the discourse of populism in political party programs have already been studied (Balcere, 
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2015), but until now there has not yet been any study analysing the interaction between 
the populist parties’ communication and the reaction of their audience. 

2. Literature review

2.1 Rise of populism and populist communication

When analysing the causes of the development of populism, researchers come to a number 
of similar conclusions related to changes in the socio-economic situation (Hameleers, 
2016; Zulianello et al., 2018) in different countries. The potential for the rise of populism 
is increased by inequality and the dropping levels of life conditions. Populism analysing 
theory links the worsening economic prospects to rapid technological development (Postill, 
2018), which allegedly creates a gap between elites and ordinary citizens. Observing the 
political success of populists and the restructuring of political powers, many researchers 
have redefined populism, drawing useful conclusions for an analytical assessment. Klaes 
de Wreese et al. (2018) emphasise two main reasons for the spread of populism: economic 
insecurity and cultural backlash (Hameleers, 2016; Wreese et al., 2018). Socio-economic 
problems are a fertile ground for society’s dissatisfaction (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2018), making 
voters angry. Proof of these explanations can be found in the recent past, as the first decade 
of the 21st century brought economic crisis to many countries. 

Applying these criteria to Latvia, we can identify several factors contributing to the 
development of populism. After the economic recession in 2008 and 2009, when GDP 
in Latvia shrunk by 25%, a period of moderate economic growth followed (Ministry of 
Economy, 2018). One of the most serious developmental issues in Latvia is the negative 
birth-rate and emigration. Since the beginning of the 21st century, 9% of Latvia’s popu-
lation have emigrated for various reasons (Hazans, 2013). Since 2010, the population of 
Latvia has shrunk by 170 thousand or 8%. Due to migration, Latvia has lost 113 thou-
sand inhabitants, and because of its negative birth-rate – 57 thousand (Central Statistics 
Bureau, 2017). 

Nearly all political parties that participated in the pre-election campaign in 2018 
touched upon the emigration issue. Latvia lacks workforce in many spheres, and some 
entrepreneurs are hoping for more flexible laws regarding the immigration and resi-
dence of workforce from third world countries.  Economic reasons, however, are being 
juxtaposed with culture preservation concerns. The Latvian society still holds in their 
collective memory the massive immigration during the Soviet rule and the subsequent 
russification. Most of the society is negatively positioned against any immigration (Eu-
robarometer, 2015). The declared task to return the emigrated inhabitants to Latvia is 
even more complicated. Latvia as a nation united across borders is but an ideal concept; 
it is difficult to speak of a unifying diaspora in practice (Lulle et al, 2015). These aspects 
identify groups in Latvian society whose interests can be used to construct in-groups 
(Latvians, protectors of national culture, local businessmen, emigrants) and out-groups 
(immigrants, foreign investors, unreliable officials, government institutions, and profes-
sional media) on a political level.
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Sociological research shows that the society’s distrust towards governmental institu-
tions and dissatisfaction with the developmental direction of the country is long-lasting. 
The Shared disposition index created by the Latvian Barometer survey reveals that most 
respondents think that Latvia is developing in the wrong direction. This data has not im-
proved since 2010 (SKDS, August 2018). This background makes the 2018 pre-election 
political messages more understandable. KPV LV leaders spread information about La-
tvia’s economic issues in their FB posts, raising doubts even about statistic data. In other 
countries, populism supporters also tend to evaluate the economic situation as worse than 
it actually is (Stokes, 2018).

According to de Wreese (2018), populist success is more likely in countries with 
weak media and other democratic institutions. These factors place Latvia at high risk, 
as the media market is narrow and highly concentrated (Jastramskis et al. 2017), and the 
quality of media content is influenced by political parallelism (Rožukalne, 2013) and by 
instrumental journalistic culture (Dimants, 2017). 

When explaining the success of populism, scholarly discussion focuses on populist 
ideas and communication. Populism ideology is characterised by dividing the society in 
two groups: ‘blameless people’ who suffer from those at fault and their political decisions. 
To emphasise the ‘people-cantered’ and ‘anti-elitist’ discourse, these groups are called 
blameless in-group and culprit out-group (Hameleers, 2016, 3). The contrast of ‘we’ and 
‘they’ can be achieved in politician and media-constructed communication (Gidron, Hall, 
2017). The populist definitions of antagonistic and homogenous group characteristics 
are shaped via communication. It could be one of the reasons why populism is seldom 
regarded as a political ideology; it is mostly described as a style of political practice and 
communication (Wolkenstein, 2015). De Wreese et al. (2018) claim that content deter-
mines the main components of populism ideology, but the style is equally important, as 
it determines the specific elements of content presentation in populist communication. 
Populists’ primitivism, loudness, and orientation towards outrageous issues is called the 
tabloidisation of politics (Wolkenstein, 2015). Aalberg et al. (2016) describe populism as 
a set of characteristics that reflect populist ideology on a communicative level. Wirz et 
al. (2018) claim that a message can be defined as populistic content-wise if it addresses 
people as a unified and positively positioned group, while the elite is discredited and certain 
social groups are excluded or defined as harmful to the society’s interests. Researchers 
point out that populists use emotional, dramatic absolutism or colloquial language (Wirz 
et al., 2018: 497). An important element in populist communication is the use of emotional 
style. For reflecting on political issues, emotional blame-attribution is actively used as a 
framework (Hameleers et al. 2016, 4).

The rise of populism in the context of democracy development is ambiguous. On the 
one hand, it can be called a “refreshing wakeup call” (de Wreese et al. 2018, 424) for the 
current politicians in power. On the other hand, it can leave a negative impact on liberal 
democracies; through the use of election rights, populist forces can affect independent 
institutions, such as courts and free media. 

In order to define the aims and scope of this study, theoretical concepts that explain 
populism in relation with communication and the typology of populism elaborated by de 
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Vreese (2018) have been used. De Vreese (2018) offers three types of populism that can 
be determined empirically. In his classification, complete populism includes concentration 
on “people”, anti-elitism, and exclusion of out-groups; excluding populism tries to address 
“people” and to define excluded out-groups; empty populism aims only towards “people”.

2.2 Populism and social media communication 

Empirical research shows that populist success is increased by the development of social 
media and the populist actors’ skills to effectively use the new communication platforms 
(Rožukalne, 2017; Bobba et al., 2018, Postill, 2018). Social media are a fertile ground 
(Engesser et al., 2017) for populist communication that helps populist politicians to bypass 
the use of professional media during election campaigns. Social media communication 
makes it easy to avoid the boundaries of social groups. It is close to the characteristics 
of direct democracy and plebiscitary democracy (Dahlgren, 2013; Alvares, Dahlgren, 
2017). The form of communication in social networking platforms creates an illusion of 
proximity to the politicians, rendering the communication informal (Tuukka, 2017; Enli, 
Rosenberg, 2018; Postill, 2018). As Enli and Rosenberg (2018) conclude, politicians look 
more honest in the social media environment. The open and direct communication style 
of the populists on social media makes voters to rate these politicians as more authentic 
and realistic than other politicians. Moreover, the voters’ willingness to follow politicians 
on social media platforms is determined by their desire to receive information that has 
not been processed by journalists and news media (Newman, 2017).

Trust in the politicians’ messages is enhanced by the appreciation of the networking 
process and the presence of other users (Enli, 2015). Constructing one’s own authentic-
ity and spontaneity is a part of the populist communication strategy (Enli, 2015), it helps 
populists to justify anti-elitism. By using the opportunities provided by social media 
communication, populist political communication increases its impact, because a large 
part of media users consumes news via social networking platforms (Newman, 2019), 
and voters consider their more actively used media as more reliable. 

The use of social media and the politicians’ interaction with their supporters can be 
viewed, according to Gerbaudo (2018), as opinion-building and movement-building. The 
algorithm and other features of the social media system help the supporters of an idea to 
easily find one another in the online environment. Alongside the anti-elite statements and 
the encouragements to the ordinary people, Gerbaudo (2018) has identified attacks against 
neoliberalism ideology, exclusion of the different groups, and xenophobia. This is more 
characteristic to right-wing populists, whereas left-wing populists tend to demonstrate 
the ordinary peoples’ moral superiority over the greedy bankers and businessmen and the 
corrupt politicians exploiting them (Gerbaudo, 2018, 96–97).

From the perspective of populist interests, social media promote the effect of mobilisa-
tion, creating online crowds of similarly thinking individuals (Gerbaudo, 2018, Postill, 
2018). The so-called ‘network effect’ also helps to form groups, as it is a part of the social 
media algorithm whereby the more frequently connected nodes are linked more and more 
tightly. Social media use in the communication of populist parties does not mean that 
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the other parties cannot use social media. Gerbaudo (2018) and Zulianello et al. (2018) 
conclude that observing the success factors of populist communication other parties also 
start to adopt the populist style of expression in their communication.

2.3 Populist communication and emotions

An important factor that makes populist communication attractive is emotions – in the 
messages and the rhetoric, as well as in the perception by the audience. In most literatu-
re, emotions are analysed in the context of populist communication, because they show 
the essence of populism: complex relationships between conflicting groups resembling 
“friend and foe” communication forms (Schmidt, 2017: 461). Some studies see the emo-
tionalisation of politics (Salmela, von Scheve, 2018) as the interaction between populist 
voters and politicians. Some scholars link the increase in emotional communication to 
populism-fuelling external factors, such as inequality and economic instability, as well as 
to mechanisms of social psychology (Salmela, von Scheve, 2017; Salmela, von Scheve, 
2018), where emotions play an important role. Thus, the reality of digital communication, 
where the emotional attitude emerging alongside the audience’s comments and opinions 
generates “emotional noise” (Garde-Hansen, Gorton, 2013), raises questions about how 
to evaluate emotions in public communication.

The study of emotions in social sciences is accompanied by the explanation that their 
characterisation is complex and there is no unified definition of emotion (Arquembourg, 
2015). Klaus R. Scherer defines emotion as ‘‘an episode of interrelated, synchronized 
changes in the states of all or most of five organismic subsystems in response to the 
evaluation of an external or internal stimulus event as relevant to major concerns of the 
organism’’ (Scherer, 2004: 668). In the same time, emotions are expressed in relation to 
preferences, attitudes, moods, interpersonal stances, feelings and many other phenomena 
(Scherer, 2004). 

Analysis of media-related emotions shows that group emotions are created by a sur-
prising or novel information. Moreover, individual emotions are responses to unexpected 
information “that can initiate social behaviour” (Margolin, Wang, 2018:4). In the context 
of semiotic approach (Arquembourg, 2015), communication and the social aspect are 
crucial in emotion determination, as the awareness of joy, admiration, anger or hatred 
is possible when the social environment contains equal interpretants of these emotions. 

Even though the digital sphere lacks a significant part of communication content, the 
mediated communication causes emotions as powerful as non-mediated communication 
does, as proven by the Media Equation theory (Gabriels et al., 2014). Emotional events 
connect the participants with the audience, creating a “synchronized and hyper-realist 
collective hallucination” (Garde-Hansen, Gorton, 2013:2). In observation of emotions 
caused by media, postures, gestures and expressions are absent from the analysis; emojis 
and other signs often can only partly substitute them (Rožukalne, 2018). Most often, only 
words and texts are available for detailed analysis, as they serve both to express emotions 
and as responses to other emotions.

The emotions of users as expressed within the social networking platforms belong to 
the horizontal level of digital communication (Garde-Hansen, Gorton, 2013). The term 
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reflects the equal position and the usually two-directional and feedback-filled communi-
cation between the creators and receivers of content. 

Emotions in political communication characterise the antagonistic public sphere 
(Mouffe, 2005), which is the opposite of the Habermassian rational public sphere. Since 
the presence of emotions in public communication is inevitable (Tong, 2015), they can 
be described as a normal part of the practice of public democracy.

3. Research design and method

In Latvia, the number of FB users is approaching 800 thousand per day as of 2018 (Kan-
tar, 2018) – it is the most popular social networking platform in the country. During the 
pre-election period in 2018, KPV LV had chosen this global social medium as their most 
important communication channel. The present study of the pre-election communication 
of KPV LV is largely based on assessing its leaders’ communication in social media. 
Although the party was founded by A. Kaimiņš, the pre-election communication was 
mainly kept up by another leader of the party, the lawyer A. Gobzems. The content of 
his FB account constituted the majority of the party’s communication outside political 
debates and meetings with voters. KPV LV used several FB accounts in their pre-election 
activities. After comparing their content and users’ data (these accounts have from 400 
to 10 thousand followers), A. Gobzems’ account shows the largest number of followers 
(12,000) and the largest amount of audience engagement data. 

As KPV LV is currently (during the time of this study) the only party in Latvia that 
can be characterised as populist, this is a single case study that employs mixed methods 
of data gathering and research. They include quantitative and qualitative data collection 
and analysis. The most successful research on populist communication (e.g. the research 
by Schmidt, 2017) employed quantitative text analysis or classical content analysis. 
Considering that the sampling principles of classical media content analysis (Kim et al., 
2017) cannot be fully applied in the case of social media content (where the production 
and distribution of content and the audience engagement in the communication process 
are not limited to a certain period), a method of processing mixed data was chosen. In 
order to assess the communication content of KPV LV and its possible impact on the 
audience, qualitative and quantitative content analysis was applied to A. Gobzems’ FB 
account, focusing on the timeline from August 15, 2018, to September 15, 2018. It was 
the most active period of the pre-election campaign. Altogether, 101 FB posts were anal-
ysed, assessing their format and topic structure, and audience reactions structure as well. 
In order to compare the political and audience content, qualitative content analysis was 
applied to A. Gobzems’ FB posts as well as to the audience’s comments on them, (only 
posts with more than 50 comments were chosen). For rational reasons, when evaluating 
the quantitative data of audience engagement, 22 out of 101 FB posts (plus the comments) 
created within one month were chosen for qualitative analysis. Altogether, the content 
of 6913 audience comments was analysed. In order to operationalize theoretical insights 
into populist communication styles, additional content analysis categories that identified 
moralizing, sensationalizing, and attacking style were introduced. Quantitative content 
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analysis was performed automatically by filtering all FB content using keywords referring 
to certain communication topics and the in-group and out-group. Qualitative analysis of 
A. Gobzem’s pre-election communication content was carried out manually. Moreover, 
a research tool “Emotion Recognition Model”, created by researchers of Riga Stradiņš 
University and already used in a previous study (Rožukalne, 2018), was employed to 
detect the emotion structure of FB audience comments. “Emotion Recognition Model” is 
based on Robert Plutchik’s (1980) structure of emotions (Plutchik, Kellerman, 1980).  The 
research tool “Emotion Recognition Model” is based on assumption that the emotions of 
internet users are revealed by their language. In order to identify FB users’ emotions, the 
all audience comment’s content was filtered and sorted by using list of words and phrases 
of “Emotion recognition model” that identify expressed emotions in audience comments. 

List of research questions: 

RQ1 – What is the content of the KPV LV leader Aldis Gobzems’ communication in 
FB from mid-August until mid-September of 2018? Do the key topics of communication 
content point to a particular type of populism?

RQ2 – What is his style of communication and his attitude towards his voters, political 
competitors and the media during the pre-election period?

RQ 3 – What is the content and structure of emotions in the followers’ comments on 
his FB posts?

4. Research results

The data show a high diversity of content and a high level of audience engagement in 
A. Gobzems’ pre-election communication (Chart 1). He posts photos and live videos (about 
an hour long broadcasts, usually focused on many topics), writes blogs and comments on 
media content, and attracts attention by announcing future live FB broadcasts.

The audience was reacting to A. Gobzems’ content quite actively. Within a month’s 
time, his posts were shared 19 677 times, they received 6813 comments and 36 281 
reactions represented by emoji. A. Gobzems was also directly urging his followers to 
react to his posts. Many of his texts and videos started with an invitation ‘Please share!’. 
A. Gobzems’ posts of that period have received 91% “Like” emoji reactions, 4% “Love” 
reactions, 3% “Ha ha” reactions, and 2% “Wow” reactions. 

A. Gobzems was mostly using FB to popularise his party and to inform about its acti-
vities (N=101 posts; N=255 topics). A third (30%) of his post content was dedicated to the 
pre-election campaign. During that period, mass media often published criticism on the past 
actions of KPV LV and its leaders. A significant part of A. Gobzems’ communication in FB 
was devoted to the issue of media and journalism (18%). His attitude towards the media, 
as shown in his FB content, was twofold: he praised those publications that supported the 
position of KPV LV (8%), and attacked those media publications that criticised KPV LV. 
In many posts (9%), A. Gobzems was replying to the voters’ questions and explaining 
the party’s position on different matters. He frequently criticised his political rivals (11%) 
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and the government elite (6%), as he wanted to present his party as a new power and ‘the 
only one capable to make a change’. Landscape photos that A. Gobzems had taken with 
the help of a drone (4%) helped to vary his FB timeline content; 4% of his posts were 
devoted to other issues – for instance, documents that A. Gobzems had received from or 
was planning to submit to law enforcement institutions.

Chart 1. Structure of A. Gobzems’ FB posts: form and engagement data. (N=101 posts). 
Source: Author.

FB posts structure and structure of audience engagement data Number
FB posts on A. Gobzems’ page during the period chosen for study 101
Text blogs (analysis of the party‘s position, reflection on current events, criti-
cism of political rivals, etc.)

22

Media publication links posted together with A. Gobzems‘ comment 14
Posts that consist of photos and text (e.g. information of the party’s pre-elec-
tion activities and meetings with voters, excerpts from documents)

24

Number of posts that share party activities related content (e.g. official party’s 
ads, PR activities, reshared posts of KPV LV colleagues, etc.)

23

FB live video sessions  11
Publications of personal events and/or photos 7
Total number of video blog views (11 videos) 306 000
Average number of video blog views (11 videos) 27 000
Total number of shares of the 101 posts selected for quantitative analysis 19 677
Average number of shares of the 101 posts selected for quantitative analysis 242
Average number of shares of the 22 posts selected for qualitative analysis 365
Total number of emoji reactions added to the 101 posts selected for quantita-
tive analysis

36 281

Average number of emoji reactions per post 359
Total number of comments added to the 101 posts selected for quantitative 
analysis

6918

Average numbers of comments per post of those added to the 101 posts se-
lected for quantitative analysis

68

Total number of comments added to the 22 posts selected for qualitative 
analysis

2621

Average numbers of comments per post of those added to the 22 posts of 
posts selected for qualitative analysis

119

Analysing his FB communication content, the above-mentioned in-groups and out-
groups were identified. As A. Gobzems criticised his political rivals (35%), media (33%) 
and elite (32%), his FB content reveals a similar out-group structure. The politician 
contrasted himself and his party with those who had been shaping the current Latvian 
politics – high-level officials and institutions. 
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A. Gobzems’ defined in-groups are connected to the activities, ideas and supporters 
of his party. The in-group most frequently mentioned in his FB communication consists 
of A. Gobzems himself and his party members (43%), described as ‘we’, ‘our kind’. 
The second largest in-group are ‘the people of Latvia’ (41%) as an entity – to which, 
according to A. Gobzems, other politicians do not speak, listen, or care about. The main 
political ideas of KPV LV are related to blaming the elite for their politics that have al-
legedly forced thousands of inhabitants to leave the country; 10% of the posts mention 
the representatives of the Latvian diaspora. A. Gobzems emphasises the need to unify 
the society, several posts mention non-Latvians (6%) as an in-group, and a few posts 
are published in Russian.

When correlating these data with the FB’s communication content of the leader of 
KPV LV and the in-groups and out-groups mentioned there (Chart 2), it is obvious that 
A. Gobzems chooses to include all out-groups defined by KPV LV in each of the relevant 
topics. For instance, if he criticizes the media, he mentions the media’s different attitude 
towards his political rivals, KPV LV voters, and officials. It gives him an opportunity to 
blame the media for not being sufficiently demanding towards the ‘old’ politicians and, 
according to A. Gobzems, the unprofessionalism of the media is the main reason why 
they criticise populist politicians and their ideas. A. Gobzems’ rhetoric changes when it 
comes to his in-groups. The politician selects separate topics to discuss with each particular 
group. He speaks to the Russian minority in the context of the party’s political position, 
and mentions the ‘people’ in connection with the criticism directed at the media. In his 
messages addressed to the Latvian diaspora, he highlights the party’s political views, 
criticism of the establishment, and the co-responsibility of the media for the emigration 
of Latvian citizens.

Chart 2. Correlation of the topics and in-groups and out-groups mentioned in A. Gobzems’ 
FB content. (N=22, N=173 topics). Source: Author.
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Qualitative content analysis of the most commented posts reveals that the audience is 
more likely to react to a video or text where a politician touches upon controversial issues: 
criticises the media (36% of comments), explains his political position (27%), criticises 
the establishment (17%), criticises his political rivals (10%). Audience also commented 
on A. Gobzems’ personal events (7%) and on his response to the criminal cases involving 
his party members (3%).

In his most commented FB posts, A. Gobzems usually expressed a negative attitude 
(N=22 posts; N=18 negative attitude) towards media and journalist activities, his political 
rivals, or representatives of the elite. Only a handful of posts showing his political position, 
as well as his personal events contain a positive (2 posts) or neutral attitude (3 posts).

Assessing the FB post content, communication style was also identified by using se-
parate content analysis categories. When discussing the actions and ideas of his party in 
contrast to the other parties, elite and media, A. Gobzems frequently claimed himself to 
be different, better, braver than others. The phrases ‘I risk for you’; ‘we are the only ones 
who call things by their real names’, etc. imply a moral assessment. His style was mostly 
moralising (N=9 posts of N=22 posts analysed by using qualitative content analysis) or 
attacking (N=8 posts). He was trying to create an intrigue and surprise by publicizing 
documents, private chats, and various information about others’ private lives – these posts 
can be defined as sensational (N=6 posts).

Chart 3. Structure of the audience’s attitude as expressed in comments. N=6913 comments. 
Source: Author.

The analysis of the audience’s attitude in their comments on A. Gobzems’ posts shows 
that it partially coincides with the attitude expressed by emoji reactions. 64% of the com-
ments are overall positive (Chart 4), expressing support and agreeing with the opinions 
in the posts; 32% of the comments display a negative attitude.  Content analysis showed 
that the negative attitude was directed either towards the issues, people or institutions 
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mentioned by A. Gobzems, (25%), or towards A. Gobzems himself (7%). The audience 
mostly supported the politician; only a few comments were criticising or neutral (4%), 
or doubtful and asking additional questions. 

Comment analysis used the “Emotion Recognition Model”, which identifies words 
and phrases referring to specific emotions. Data showed (see Chart 4) that the comments 
frequently mentioned emotions – some comments even two or more. Their structure 
coincided with the overall attitude: commenters expressed admiration (29%), trust (29%), 
and acceptance (15%) towards the politician, and anger (13%), dislike (7%), rage (4%), 
disgust (2%), shame (1%) towards those who were criticised by A. Gobzems. 

Chart 4. Structure of the emotions expressed in audience’s comments. N=6913 comments; 
N= 5671 comments include emotion; N=12 206 emotional words, phrases; N = 1242 comments 
with no emotion. Source: Author.

In order to assess the involvement of the audience, it was important to study its beha-
viour when commenting the daily content on the party’s events. Comments were analysed 
on the basis of two criteria – categories defined as “response to the topic of post” and 
“response to the other commenter(s)”. The data showed that in 25% of cases the com-
menters directly reacted to A. Gobzems’ topics, and only 7% of the commenters engaged 
in discussions amongst themselves. Other comments (68%) were general, unrelated with 
the content of A. Gobzems’s posts.

5. Conclusions and discussion

The party KPV LV actively used social media and other digital platforms enabling them to 
regularly and directly address their audience, presenting their political position, defining 
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in-groups and out-groups, and causing emotions in the audience. The attracted audience 
reaction to the KPV LV content on FB on a regular basis by demonstrating ‘small acts of 
engagement’ (Picone et al, 2019).

Answers to research questions:

RQ1 – What is the content of the KPV LV leader Aldis Gobzems’ communication in 
FB from mid-August until mid-September of 2018? Do the key topics of communication 
content point to a particular type of populism? 

Data shows that A. Gobzems’ communication includes typical features of populism, 
praising his own actions, criticising the elite, exhibiting support and interest in the needs 
of ‘the people’. Besides discussing his political position, a large part of A. Gobzems’ 
communication is about media and journalists. During his FB live streams, A. Gobzems 
actively responds to his critics in the media and himself criticises journalists, calling them 
‘politically engaged’, attacking them personally, claiming them unprofessional, biased and 
‘fake news creators’. Contrasting his own communication to that of the media, A. Gobzems 
constructs the media as an out-group. A part of his communication content consists of 
reshared media publications which deal with economic, political or social problems. In 
his own comments, A. Gobzems claims that the establishment is unable to solve the or-
dinary people’s problems and is only increasing their suffering. Thus, A. Gobzems has an 
opportunity to criticise his political rivals, especially the “old” politicians and authorities. 
When commenting on other sources, A. Gobzems stresses his and his party’s superiority. 
His communication defines particular in-groups (ordinary people, non-Latvians, members 
of diaspora), and out-groups (the establishment, other politicians, professional media). 
These out-groups reveal the main goals of A. Gobzems’ communication – the use of 
social media to conduct a direct political fight against the above-mentioned adversaries. 
A. Gobzems’s publications are an example of complete populism (in de Vreese’s (2016) 
classification), as it clearly identifies the ordinary people as the support group, defines 
out-groups, and displays strict anti-elitism. However, even though the FB communication 
of KPV LV demonstrates many elements of complete populism, it lacks out-groups that 
are not a part of anti-elitism messages. Thus, the type of populism shown in the com-
munication of KPV LV might be called ‘complete anti-elite populism’, because all the 
mentioned out-groups belong to the elite.

RQ2 – What is his style of communication and his attitude towards his voters, political 
competitors and the media during the pre-election period?

A. Gobzems mostly evaluates events, processes and individuals negatively. This cri-
tical view helps him to create a dichotomy between ‘we’ and ‘they’, which is important 
in distinguishing the ‘good’ KPV LV from the ‘bad’ critics and rivals. His style of com-
munication frequently contains moral evaluation and emphasises the superior qualities 
of KPV LV: its openness, honesty, determination. When criticising the establishment, 
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A. Gobzems combines moralising and attacking style, he threatens to expose facts that 
would put the journalists’ reputation in danger.  In many publications, he tries to reveal 
allegedly unknown information in a sensational style: he publicises otherwise unavailable 
documents and private messages. Thus, KPV LV reflects typical populist characteristics: 
anti-elitism and aggressive communication (Hameleers et al., 2016; Alvares, Dahlgren, 
2016); its communication style is mostly moralising and attacking. As A. Gobzems 
refrains from defining any out-groups outside the public elite, he perceives ‘the people’ 
as a homogenous group. This kind of populism is more typical of left-wing politicians 
(Garbaudo, 2017; Salmela and von Scheve, 2018). 

RQ 3 – What is the content and structure of emotions in the followers’ comments on 
his FB posts? 

 The structure of the audience’s emotions is quite homogenous as it involves admi-
ration, support, and trust towards the political leader, and anger, disdain, shame, and 
disgust towards the problems that A. Gobzems mentions. The number of the reactions 
and comments shows that a part of this feedback consists of automatic responses (Ott, 
2016). Many of these comments contain just a greeting, slogan and brief support. In this 
aspect, A. Gobzems appears to be a successful micro-agenda setter (Wohn, Bowe, 2016) 
carrying out regular communication with his followers. A. Gobzems employs a style 
typical of populist politicians in social media. He greets the regular viewers of his live 
video blogs, refers to some of the commenters as “good friends”, and does not start his 
speeches before the number of viewers who have joined the FB live has reached at least 
a hundred. He responds to audience in his video and text posts addresses specific people 
and responds to comments.

Although the followers of KPV LV rarely discuss issues raised by politicians, they show 
a high degree of engagement as they actively post emoji, share their posts and show their 
presence in live video streaming sessions. Emotional reactions, in a way, replace rational 
discussion, they become the dominant form of audience engagement online. However, the 
daily routine of A. Gobzems thematically addresses just a small fraction of the commen-
ters; most commenters simply praise the party and its leader instead of actually reacting 
to the content. This environment resembles an echo-chamber where it is difficult for other 
opinions to break in, but emotions play a big role (Wang, Hickerson, 2016).

The relations between social media and traditional media content is not separate, but 
merges in recursive loops of ‘viral reality’ (Postill, 2014), as politicians use traditional 
media publications to undermine the reputation of media and to attract audience. These 
practices are most typical of anti-media populism. The choice of communication topics 
and the audience engagement techniques show that messages encounter hybrid-mediated 
spaces that do not completely differentiate between off-line and online audiences, populists 
and non-populists, traditional and social media users (Postill, 2018).

Regular communication on FB and the supporters’ reaction, as well as the generated 
content, points to a stable fan community of KPV LV. The founder of the party, former 
actor A. Kaimiņš gained his popularity by using provocative communication style on 
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YouTube. A. Gobzems, despite having contributed to various political forces in the past, 
had not been actively involved in politics yet. He became popular after the roof of the 
supermarket “Maxima” collapsed in 2013 and he offered free legal aid to the victims of 
the accident (Kupčs, Bērtule, 21 August 2017). When A. Gobzems turned to political 
activity, he added his former followers from the FB account devoted to the supermarket 
collapse to his new political FB account (Tvnet, 2 August 2018). During the pre-election 
period, KPV LV also used a humorous FB page “Pārdomu pērles” (Pearls of Reflection) 
as its platform for political advertising. Already before that, the page was managed by 
people affiliated to KPV LV. Thus 34,000 followers of the said page became the audience 
for the party’s official FB account. This digital communication practice demonstrates the 
importance the party had attached to the size of the audience and the demonstration their 
own popularity. It proves that the number of followers, audience-generated content and 
activities was used as a part of the political communication message of KPV LV.

Limitations and future directions 

This research project encountered certain limitations concerning obtaining data and the 
extent of the data. The online communication of KPV LV is fragmented in its content as 
well as frequency. During the pre-election period, several online channels communicated 
the same content – advertisements and messages of the political parties. Focusing on the 
content and audience feedback of A. Gobzems’ FB account, this research covered the 
largest part of the pre-election content and its audience. However, the audience continues 
to react to the FB content in the course of time; thus, the data already collected for the 
study may later change. In the same time, the chosen period represents the dominant sty-
le of the political messages and communication of KPV LV. The study does not include 
information about the strategy of the party’s political communication (Zulianello et al., 
2018; Kalsnes, 2019,), therefore no significant indicators of platform communication 
management can be determined. The party offered a space for user engagement both in 
the public FB accounts and in the closed groups of the party’s followers (the content of 
these groups was thus not available for research). This study does not show how many 
audience comments were deleted and does not differentiate between various behaviour-
defined audience groups among the regular followers of A. Gobzems on FB. 

Future research directions may include both the collection of additional data and 
the application of specific tools for gathering digital communication data. The methods 
employed in this study cannot be used to determine whether the social media audience 
of KPV LV has the potential to develop into a digital community or fan group (Dean, 
2017). However, it would be useful to look into the ways populist politicians use voter 
engagement to politicize their fans. Another important research issue concerns the status 
of KPV LV politicians as celebrities. Were the fans of celebrity figures politicized through 
political communication? Therefore, in the future research of political communication it 
would be important to use tools that help to distinguish real audience accounts from bots, 
and to structure the level of user engagement in detail, thus exploring the dynamics of the 
relations between populist politicians and their followers.
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